Abstract-We present a novel stereo matching algorithm which integrates learning, feature selection, and surface reconstruction. First, a new instance based learning (IBL) algorithm is used to generate an approximation to the optimal feature set for matching. In addition, the importance of two separate kinds of knowledge, image dependent knowledge and image independent knowledge, is discussed. Second, we develop an adaptive method for refining the feature set. This adaptive method analyzes the feature error to locate areas ofthe image that would lead to false matches. Then these areas are used to guide the search through feature space towards maximizing the class separation distance between the correct match and the false matches. Third, we introduce a self-diagnostic method for determining when apriori knowledge is necessary for finding the correct match. If the a @on' knowledge is necessary then we use a surface reconstruction model to discriminate between match possibilities. Our algorithm is comprehensively tested against fixed feature set algorithms and against a traditional pyramid algorithm. Finally, we present and discuss extensive empirical results of our algorithm based on a large set of real images.
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I. INTRODUCTION S TEREO vision has been an important problem in computer vision for decades, but it is still an unsolved problem due to its complexity. It is a process that transforms the information of two photographic images to a three dimensional description of the world. With this three dimensional world description, we can create models of terrain and other natural environments for use in flight simulation, virtual reality, and human-computer interactions. Stereo vision is essentially a range finding process which currently has two major advantages over other methods such as laser range finding. First, it is a passive method, which means that it does not alter the environment. Second, it is potentially better for high resolution three dimensional descriptions of moving objects because a camera can take a high resolution image in less than a thousandth of a second, whereas the current laser range finding technology usually requires objects to be relatively motionless.
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Since this paper integrates work from multiple fields, we will be using additional terminology which is defined next. L and R are two intensity images of overlapping content. The axes of L and R are denoted as (XL, ye) and (x~,yR), respectively. Specific points in (XL: ye) are (xr, yp) and (xl, 1~1). Similarly, points in (ZR, yR) are (x,, yC) and (x7, yr). The term correspondence denotes a list of two points (e.g., (xl, yl) and (xr, y,) ). It is assumed that the number of feature classes (e.g., intensity, Laplacian, etc.) given is 71. Feature Error refers to the absolute difference between the value of the feature class at (xP: yP) and either (xl, yl) or (z,, yT) . Feature set refers to a set whose members are feature classes. Feature vector refers to a vector of size n composed of the values of every feature class at a specific point.
The matching problem can be defined as follows: Given a template point, (xPT yP), we attempt to find a correspondence which minimizes a measure of error between the template point and the matching point. In stereo matching, our goal is to find correspondences between two intensity images of roughly the same content. Given the knowledge of the camera calibration and the correspondence (xl, yl) to (x,, yr), we can then reconstruct the 3-D coordinates of the object in the world as described next.
A. Stereo Setup
We will be discussing image matching with respect to the normal stereo camera configuration as shown in Figure 1 , which generates normal images.
In this diagram, we show how a point on one object is projected onto the image planes of the left and right imaging stations as (~1: yl) and (2,: yr). This pair of points is referred to as a conjugate pair or as a correspondence. If we are given a correspondence, (xl, y() matches to (x,, y,), then the object space coordinates can be found from (1) (2), and (3):
Note that the term (xl -x,) is often referred to as disparity, or d. Furthermore, in this configuration, the match for (xl, y() must be found on yr = yl. This is a special case of the epipolar line constraint, which is important in that it reduces the search area from the entire image to one horizontal line across the image. Does the normal camera configuration incur a loss of generality with regard to arbitrary camera configurations? Mathematically, it does not because we can generate the normal images from arbitrarily posed images through the 0162-8828/94$04OO 0 1994 IEEE TABLE I  THE FEATURE CLASSES USED IN THE LANDMARK STEREO MATCHING ALGORITHM Parallel Focal Axes Fig. 1 . The normal stereo camera configuration. The focal length is f. The baseline between the perspective centers is h. The origin of the object space coordinates is located midway between the perspective centers in a left-handed coordinate system. process of rectification assuming that we are given the interior and exterior camera orientation [lo] . Furthermore, we assume that the lens distortion model is sufficiently accurate to allow us to use the epipolar line constraint [lo] .
B. Algorithm Overview
This paper presents a new multifeature stereo matching algorithm which uses points and the attributes found from a window around the point for matching as shown in Table I . Our reasons for using points derives from three sources. First, there has been significant past research performed on using points as described below. Second, points do not require a special pre-processing step. Third, many structured primitives are not prevalent in all images.
For instance, if we chose line segments instead of points, we would need to choose one method of finding the line segments, and more importantly, we would be limiting our algorithm to classes of images where line segments are prevalent.
Although we treat the special case of points as matching primitives, we argue that the methods introduced in this paper can be easily generalized to most primitives (i.e., lines, curves, and segmented areas). Specifically, the chosen primitive will usually have quantifiable attributes, which can be used in place of the feature classes from Table I . Subsequently, the learning and feature selection modules of Section III can be applied directly to the new primitives and associated attributes.
Just as the word landmark defines a unique location, we call our algorithm the Landmark stereo matching algorithm because the central idea of the method is to find a feature set for (zP3 yP) that will uniquely define the point. There are essentially three steps in our method which are shown in Fig.  2 . The first step produces an approximation of the optimal feature set. The second step refines the feature set toward the optimal feature set in the sense of making the selected point (x+, yP) unique. The third step treats the case in which the feature set is ambiguous.
An important general question is whether an adaptive method for feature selection, which selects the best subset of the available feature classes, is warranted for a small number of feature classes. Two alternatives are 1) Use the single best feature class (Single Best algorithm), and 2) Use all the feature classes (Sum All-sum all the feature errors into one.). These alternatives will be addressed from both qualitative and quantitative perspectives in Section IV. Specifically, we will quantitatively show that the alternatives usually yield worse results, and we will qualitatively describe conditions when the alternatives are not preferable.
C. Background
The history of stereo research has provided a rich and extensive background for the ideas in our research. The progression of stereo research appears to be towards utilizing more feature classes of varying levels of abstraction. With these facts in perspective, we look at the previous work in stereo image matching. Moravec [ 181 found interesting points in the left image and used the binary-search method of an image pyramid to find the correspondences. Hannah [9] made improvements to his method but kept the unidirectional coarseto-fine search method. Marr and Poggio [16] and Grimson [6] used zero-crossings of the Laplacian of the Gaussian at different spacings as matching primitives. They found matches at a particular initial level, enforced continuity of zero-crossings, and then approximated the match down the pyramid from coarse-to-fine. Hoff and Ahuja [ 1 l] used zerocrossings to integrate surface modeling and stereo matching at a particular initial level and strictly approximated toward the finest level. Surfaces were modeled as planar and quadratic patches. Lim and Binford [ 131 applied a hierarchical structure based on different scale feature classes, specifically, bodies, surfaces, junctions, curves, and edges. Barnard [2] chose an annealing approach for finding global optima from matching all points simultaneously. The match error was an energy function combining intensity difference and local changes in disparity. Cohen, Vinet, and Sander [3] used an edge hierarchy to integrate segmentation with stereo matching.
The most recent work includes utilizing a variety of wave forms as primitives [17] . Marapane and Trivedi [14] applied multiple primitives in a hierarchy. In addition, Weng, Ahuja, and Huang [23] used edgeness, positive, and negative comerness in a hierarchical based matcher.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II brlefly reviews classical optimal feature selection. This mo- A. Classical Feature Selection This section gives a brief review of classical feature selection as described by Devijver and Kittler [5] 
The significance of q is to show the computational power required to search through all of the feature sets. For instance, selecting ten feature classes out of a hundred would necessitate evaluation of more than 1013 feature sets. Thus, in practical situations computationally feasible methods must be employed. Typical search methods are shown in Table II . Note that all of the search methods except for Branch and Bound are suboptimal. Only Branch and Bound implicitly searches all of the combinations and guarantees a globally optimum feature set.
Intuitively, classifying patterns requires an assumption that classes occupy distinct regions in the pattern space. When the classes are more distant, the probability of successful recognition of class membership increases. Thus, the general approach is to select the d-dimensional feature subspace which maximally separates the classes.
Define the distance between d-dimensional feature vectors fik, fj~, from classes wi and wj respectively by 6(fik, fjl), the class probabilities as P;, Pj, the number of training patterns from class wi in set S, as n;, then the optimality criterion as the average distance between elements of c classes, A bottom up search procedure where the feature which will yield a maximum of the criterion function is added one a a time to the NULL set.
Generalized Sequential Forward Selection (GSFS)
Similar to SFS, but instead of adding one feature at a time, I Kittler [ 121 features are added.
Sequential Backward Selection (SBS) -Marill and Green [ 151
Generalized Sequential Background Selection (GSBS) - Kittler [12] Starting from the complete set of features, we discard one feature until 2-D features have been deleted.
Similar to SBS, but instead of discarding one feature, multiple features are discarded.
is the Minkowski Metric of Order s. For an in depth discussion on the class separation distance and different distance metrics, consult [5] . The distance metric used for this paper is the absolute value of the difference, or the Minkowski Metric of Order 1. Thus, selecting the optimal feature class subset is a computationally intensive problem. The following section describes the Landmark stereo matching algorithm, which integrates learning and adaptive feature selection toward minimizing computational expense.
III. LANDMARK STEREO MATCHING ALGORITHM
There are four important properties of the Landmark algorithm. First, it uses an instance based learning algorithm to find the initial feature class as opposed to evaluating every available feature error. Second, it uses left image to left image matching to perform the adaptive searching used to increase the class separation distance. Third, it identifies when the discriminatory power of the available feature classes is insufficient to determine the correct correspondence. Fourth, it integrates learning, feature selection, and surface reconstruction. A. Learning This section explores the problem of finding an initial feature set from step 1 of Fig. 2 . Given that the combinatorial explosion from searching for an optimal feature set may be prohibitive, we explore a method of finding an initial point from which to begin the search through feature space. Computational expense can be saved by generating a first approximation of the optimal feature set using a concept learning algorithm such as a neural net or an instance based learning algorithm [ 11, [4] . With respect to instance based methods, we need to review some terminology. Exemplar refers to a list of two elements, where the first element is a feature vector, and the second element is a feature set. 'The classification of the feature vector is assumed to be the associated feature set. Exemplar lisr refers to a list of exemplars.
There are three fundamental questions with respect to the learning algorithm which will be addressed in this section. First, how does the representation affect the learning? Second, what assumptions must be made to ensure that the learning algorithm will be effective? Third, how is the effectiveness of the learning algorithm evaluated?
There are essentially two distinct ways in which the learning algorithm finds the initial feature class: l Feature class interactions (image independent knowledge); 9 feature classes are locally constant with respect to image 2 and y axes (image dependent knowledge). Feature class interactions refers to relationships between the feature classes. This means that the values of the feature classes can be used to determine whether to use a particular feature class. For instance, there is a strong relationship between gradient magnitude and gradient orientation. Gradient magnitude measures the degree of change in the intensity along the image 2 and ?/ axes. Gradient orientation measures the direction of the greatest change along the image z and y axes. If the gradient magnitude is zero, as it would be on a white wall, then the gradient orientation is unreliable since there is no direction of greatest change. As the gradient magnitude increases, the reliability of the gradient orientation increases. We call this image independent knowledge because the knowledge depends upon the interactions between feature classes and not upon the image coordinates. These exemplars will have the form where fL refers to the value of the ith feature class at (2: y).
Local constancy of the feature classes assumes that if a point (1~~) yr) with feature vector, VI, can be distinguished by feature class, Ci, then a point (22, ~2) which is sufficiently close to (~1 i wi), and which has a sufficiently similar feature vector, V,, with regard to VI, should also be distinguished by Cr. Nearby points with similar feature vectors should be able to be distinguished with the same feature class. We call this image dependent knowledge because the knowledge depends upon the image coordinates. Only spatially (with respect to image coordinates) similar images will be able to be classified Thus, if the feature classes are closely interrelated (image independent knowledge), and if the optimal feature classes vary slowly over the image x and y axes (image dependent knowledge), then the learning algorithm should be effective. There are two stages in the instance based learning paradigm. First, a training set which has the form of an exemplar list is used to build a concept, C. This is called the learning stage. Second, after the training set has been fully processed, new input feature vectors are classified using C. Specifically, we first find the Euclidean distance between the input feature vector and the feature vector of each exemplar in C. Second, we classify the input vector as the feature set of the vector in C which has the minimum distance.
Advantageous characteristics of instance based learning algorithms [l] are 1) simple representations for concept descriptions, 2) low incremental learning costs, 3) small storage requirements, 4) produce concept exemplars on demand, 5) ability to learn continuous functions, and 6) ability to learn non-linearly separable categories. Instance based learning algorithms were chosen over neural networks because of the low incremental learning costs.
Consider an example where the input feature vector for (:I~. yP) is [loo, 9, 201 . The feature vector of the exemplar on line (2) of Table III is closest to the input feature vector. Then, we would classify the input feature vector as {intensity}.
The first fundamental modification of the IBL algorithm is toward using the two kinds of information which will be passed to the learning algorithm concept. The modification is to have a conditional in the comparison module which compares only the feature class information if the knowledge of the exemplar is image independent, and compares both the image coordinates and the feqture class information if the knowledge in the exemplar is image dependent.
Our approach toward noise tolerance is to classify the new element using the entire concept C instead of the nearest neighbor. Specifically, we accumulate the support from each exemplar in C toward a particular classification. The classification with the largest support is then chosen. The Gaussian weighted support function is chosen as where S(fl, fr) is the metric between the exemplars in C which are in class, Ic, and the new instance, fT. Then the classification Instance Based Learning Algorithm (1) Initialize C to the set of fust exemplar in T.
(2) For all subsequent training exemplars tin T: Repeat steps (3) and (4) (3) k = Gaussian Support Classification oft by C. (4) If (k equals the associated classification of t) THEN add t to the discard list (3 ELSE add t to C and check the dwcard list for incorrectly classified instances. Delete redundant and noisy exemplars from C. Fig. 3 . NT2, the instance based learning algorithm. This algorithm shows the first stage of instance based learning algorithms, where the concept is created.
for fT would satisfy max(S(I;)), k = 1.. c (10) where c is the number of classes. This will result in a few incorrect points being suppressed by the vote of the many correct points as the Gaussian weighting will give greater support to nearby exemplars and less support from farther exemplars in feature space. Furthermore, in practice we can discard distant exemplars from the voting process since their weighted vote will be negligible. Another issue in designing instance based learning algorithms is minimizing the size of the concept C. Note that in Table III , the classification for any new input feature vector will not change if we eliminate the exemplars on lines 1 and 4. In general, we can reduce the size of C by grouping exemplars, which are close in feature space, into a single exemplar. Furthermore, if the feature vector of an exemplar in C has a different Gaussian support classification than its associated classification, then we can delete the exemplar from C.
The instance based learning algorithm is trained using preclassified feature vectors. These preclassified feature vectors are found both manually and automatically. The automatic classification is performed by determining which feature errors for a prematched stereo pair will yield the correct correspondence and a sufficiently large class separation distance.
The instance based learning algorithm which is used for the Landmark algorithm is based upon Growth NT [I] with some modifications toward integrating two different kinds of knowledge in the concept, improving training order independence (creating the discard list), noise tolerance, and concept size minimization. Given that T denotes the training set, NT2 is shown in Fig. 3 .
Evaluating the performance of the learning module is a difficult question. We have chosen to compare the Landmark algorithm with the learning module, and the Landmark algorithm without the learning module. When we do not utilize the learning module, we evaluate the class separation function for every feature error, and initialize the feature set with the feature class which has the largest class separation distance.
B. Adaptive Feature Selection
This section explores the problem of improving the current feature set in step 2 of Fig. 2 . In order to optimize the feature set, we need a function to maximize. We shall use the concept of the class separation distance in formulating the optimality criterion. Consider that each feature set will result in a specific error function with respect to (zP. yP). The optimal feature set E1'oll PYc--I 7. should have the attribute that its minimum is at the correct (.c,, VJ~). The ideal error function has one minimum at the correct (x,, y,), whereas the worst case error function is a flat plane, which would be the most ambiguous situation. In order to compare different feature errors, we need to normalize each feature error to the range [0 . . . 11. The simplest definition of the class separation distance, J, is the difference between the second smallest minimum of the feature error and the smallest minimum as shown in Fig. 4 , or if the second smallest minimum does not exist, then J is equal to 1.
By defining the class separation distance in terms of the error function, we only need to consider the minima instead of every point in the image. This allows us to significantly reduce computational expense. Let us consider the case of multiple minima in the error function. Each minimum is associated with a different stereo correspondence, where only one correspondence is correct. The other minima are called sources of mismatches since they lead to incorrect correspondences.
With respect to stereo matching, we want to maximize the distance between the value of the error function at the correct correspondence and the value of the error function at all of the sources of mismatches. Thus, we define a measure which assigns a larger class separation distance to greater differences between minima in the error function, that is, when the difference between the first and second minima is large, the class separation distance should be large. But we would also like the class separation distance to gracefully diminish with additional minima which are in the spatial neighborhood of the global minimum. The Gaussian function was chosen because of these properties.
Recalling that n is the total number of available feature classes. then the error function for a feature set is Error = w. 
where fn is the nth feature error with respect to (zP. yP).
Then if we choose Gaussian weighting, the class separation distance becomes J(w . F) = 1 _ + c e-: (v, ""c:b-" F(x))2 (13 l' XEM where XG is the global minimum of the error function, NV is the total number of minima, and A4 is the list of all .2: such that 2 is a local minimum but not XG. The distinction between NV and A4 is that M is a list of the minima excluding the global minimum. Thus the class separation, J varies between 0 and 1, the minimum and maximum class separation distances, respectively. In image space, sufficient conditions for a local minimum are and (w F(x)), = 0 and (w . F(x)), = 0 (16) (,w.;;;;;zz (w . F(x)Ly > o, yz (w . F(x) I,, (17) Now, the goal is to find w such that .I is maximized, or
J(X) = nzx J(w F). (18)
For suboptimal search we could stop searching at a sufficiently large class separation. Henceforth, this will be called a distinct feature set as opposed to an optimal feature set. Nevertheless, it is possible that there is no w which results in a single distinct minimum. This case is explored in Section III-C.
A straightforward method of feature selection is to maximize J(.) between (xP, yr) and R. This will result in obtaining the most distinct error function from the set of feature classes. If we were to use this approach, we would also use one of the traditional feature selection search methods: Branch and Bound [ 191 for the optimal feature set, or one of many feature selection algorithms [24] , [ 121, [ 151 for a less computationally expensive but suboptimal set. We have chosen to pursue another interesting possibility.
Instead of maximizing J(.) between (a+, yP) and R, we maximize J(.) between (zr, yP) and L. This possibility has the following significant advantages: 1) we would know which minimum in the error function corresponds to (z+, yP) and which minima correspond to sources of mismatches; 2) if we compute the error only at the minima for the features classes not in the feature set, then we could guide the addition of feature classes to the feature set by adding the feature class which has the greatest total error at the minima.
Thus, we prune the search space by considering only those feature classes which will increase the sum of the secondary minima. This heuristic requires evaluating the feature class only at the points corresponding to the minima. When a likely candidate is found, we compute J of the expanded feature set. If the J of the expanded feature set is greater than the .I of the old feature set, we permanently add the candidate to the feature set. If not, we discard the candidate feature class and try another.
The disadvantage is that once the feature set is selected, we will have to search through R for the global minimum, which in the straightforward method would already have been performed.
Both methods share the important advantage of being able z to determine when the feature set is insufficient for matching (xp, yP). This situation occurs when the class separation distance is lower than a threshold, Jt. Although many stereo matchers will reject a correspondence if the final feature error is too large, it is rare for a stereo matching algorithm to be able to determine if there are too many points with small Fig. 6 . Given the possibilities of a flat surface or a jagged surface, the feature errors (i.e., when J < Jt), which is considered by quadratic variation will bias the surface toward the flat surface.
our algorithm in the next section. Let F, = list of n feature errors. The algorithm is shown in Fig. 5 . In summary, the central idea of the guided or adaptive variation, E [6] , [21] , [221: method of finding distinct feature sets is to record the points of minima of the current feature set with respect to (xP, yr,). Thus, we perform an informed addition of feature classes to the E=//(z)2+(g)2drdy.
( 19) feature set in the direction in feature space which maximally increases the class separation distance. The surface reconstruction method of Harris [8] was chosen because it could potentially be implemented in hardware, and it can incorporate slope information. The quadratic variation C. Stereo Matching Algorithm including slope information is After we have refined the feature set toward maximizing the class separation distance, we have two possibilities.
Case 1: The feature set Fi is distinct. Case 2: The feature set Fr is not distinct. If Case 1 is true, then the feature set is able to discriminate between the correct match and the sources of mismatches. Consequently, we apply the feature set to the corresponding epipolar line of R, and determine the correspondence as the point of minimum error.
In Case 2, the discriminatory ability of our feature set is insufficient to properly distinguish between the possible matches in L. This implies that the feature set will also be insufficient to discriminate between the possible matches in R. There are two options in this situation. We could reject the point, or apply a heuristic to select one of the minima. Thus, the solution will depend upon the particular application to which the feature selection is being applied. In the application of stereo matching, we chose to apply a heuristic in the form of the quadratic variation assumption.
We chose to decide between match possibilities by fitting the previous matches and the current match to the quadratic E = /-[[hz -d2+by -q)2+p~+p~+q&+q~]dzdy. J J (20) If we consider (zP; yP) and the sources of mismatches as a set of points in L, and then map them to the minima in R, the interpolated depth can be used to compute the quadratic variation. Thus, we assign the correspondence of (a+, yP) as the correspondence that satisfies min{w . F + E} (21) over (zP, y,) , the sources of mismatches in L, and the minima in R. This biases the possible surfaces towards flat, planar surfaces as shown in Fig. 6 .
Furthermore, if we have access to a dense surface map generated from previous correspondences between L and R, then we can also use the surface map to fit (xpr yr) directly.
One disadvantage of methods which incorporate surface model assumptions throughout the matching algorithm is that the matching algorithm will fail on surfaces which violate the If the reconstructed surface map is dense then set (x,,y,) to the minimum which agrees closest with the surface reconstruction map. If the map is not dense then select the correspondence which minimizes the normalized sum of the feature error and the quadratic variation, E over (xp,yp) and the sources of mismatches.. surface model assumptions. For instance, a typical problem of methods which use the quadratic variation assumption is that they cannot reconstruct jagged surfaces. Our method only uses the quadratic variation assumption when the discriminatory power of the feature set is insufficient. If the feature set can discriminate between the match possibilities then the quadratic variation assumption is never invoked. Thus, our algorithm only makes apriori assumptions when there is no other alternative. The stereo matching algorithm which incorporates the two cases is shown in Fig. 7 . After we have updated the surface map, we can consider the conditions when we wish to pass a new exemplar to the learning algorithm concept in the form of where f; refers to the value of the ith feature class at (z+, yP), and "{feature class}" refers to the feature class which has a maximum class separation distance from the feature set to the learning algorithm concept. Since there will be incorrect matches, we would prefer only to pass exemplars which give additional confidence of the correctness of using the feature set. In the surface reconstruction module, a correspondence becomes a point in 3-D coordinates, (X,,, ( Y,,, . Z,,,) . From the surface map and from X,,, and I;,,, we can generate an interpolated value for 2 called Zmap. If Z,,, is sufficiently close to Zmap, then we pass a new exemplar to the learning algorithm. Note that if the feature set was insufficient to distinguish (zP. y,), then we do not pass a new exemplar to the learning algorithm concept. D. Integration This section addresses the integration of the learning module, the feature selection module, and the surface reconstruction module. The learning module uses feature class interrelationships to find the initial feature class for the feature selection module. The feature selection module refines the feature set toward the largest class separation distance. The surface reconstruction module uses the feature set to find the match, and refine its surface map. The surface map is used to incrementally update the concept in the learning algorithm by supplying new instances with spatial locations and their corresponding feature vectors. These relationships and the integrated feedback structure are shown in Fig. 8 .
By integrating these modules, the concept of the learning algorithm is enhanced so that a distinct feature set can be achieved with minimal searching. The learning algorithm uses the surface map to determine whether to add the new exemplar to the concept. Without the surface map information we would not be able to verify the correctness of the exemplar. Furthermore, when the feature set is not distinct, the match is determined by using both the error from the feature set and the quadratic variation. This integration of the feature selection and surface reconstruction modules results in a more accurate matching than using either separately.
IV. RESULTS
In this section we present two important comparisons. First, we quantitatively show that the adaptive learning method is more accurate than the alternate methods. Second, we compare the Landmark algorithm with a conventional pyramidal stereo matching algorithm. We present the comparative matching accuracies, and then we show the test images along with other visual representations of the matches found from the Landmark algorithm. Note that all of the algorithms were run on an IBM-AT/486 at 50 Mhz.
A. Comparison of Alternate Methods with Adaptive Method
There are two alternate methods which we will consider. These alternatives are 1) Sum All which means summing all the feature errors, and 2) Best Single which means using the single feature error which has the maximum class separation distance. Note that since the alternate methods do not use a surface model, we did not use the surface reconstruction module in the matching process for the results of the adaptive method in this section. Next, Table V displays the average time over all the images required to match a single point. The adaptive method is almost three times faster than the Sum All and the Best Single methods.
Sum All is the most common way of using multiple feature classes. In this method, the match that corresponds to the global minimum of the error function defined by averaging all the feature errors together is taken as the correct match. In the Best Single method, the class separation distance is calculated for each feature error. The feature error which has the largest class separation distance is used for the matching. Specifically, the global minimum of the selected feature error is used as the correspondence.
Can we justify using an adaptive method for the matching? With only seven feature classes in our implementation one might argue that averaging all the feature classes would be simpler and equally accurate. In general, the answer depends upon the exact choices of feature classes. We argue that the adaptive method is a general method designed for a large number of feature classes, which could be generated by simply taking the seven feature classes in our implementation and applying each to a different scale image. Then, for four scaled images in an image pyramid, we could have 28 relevant feature classes.
Table IV displays the matching accuracies of the alternate methods and the adaptive method. Note that the adaptive method is on average 18 percent more accurate than the Sum All method. Also, the adaptive method is on average 8 percent more accurate than the Best Single method.
From this data we can assert that in at least some images, the use of the adaptive method will result in greater matching accuracy. Furthermore, the adaptive method is significantly faster than either the Sum All or the Best Single methods.
Why is the adaptive method more accurate than the alternate methods? The.reason why it is usually more accurate than the Best Single method is that the class separation function can often be increased by adding other feature classes to the set. Fig. 9 shows that if the secondary minimums occur at different locations, then the class separation function can increase.
One reason why the adaptive method is more accurate than the Sum All method is that the class separation distance can be decreased by adding the wrong feature classes to the set. Suppose we have one feature error with J equal to 0.5, and three feature errors with J equal to 0.1. If we average the four feature errors, we will find that J is 0.2, which is a significantly worse class separation distance. In the extreme case of many feature errors, suppose we have one ideal feature error, and n worst case feature errors, then w-7 and as n approaches infinity, E = fworst.
(23 Furthermore, some feature classes will give unreliable responses depending upon the image content. One example of this is gradient orientation. If the gradient magnitude is very small, then the gradient orientation is unreliable. Specifically, the orientation will be random depending upon the noise in the imaging process. This means that if we always use gradient orientation regardless of the image content, the orientation at (xP, yP) will be wrong, and it will generate false minima at locations of low gradient magnitude. Thus, the Sum All method has the additional problem of always using feature classes which should only be used in certain situations. Overall, if the number of feature classes is small, it is still preferable to maximize the class separation distance in order to find the best subset of feature classes. Furthermore, maximizing the class separation distance is a generalization of Sum All and Best Single in the sense that it will use all, some, or only one of the feature classes as needed. a Gaussian intensity pyramid. Linear search was performed at the starting resolution level, and then hill climbing through the pyramid image structure was used to implement the refinement to the finest resolution. The matching feature class was intensity and the metric was the normalized correlation coefficient.
The 256 x 256 images include a poster of a volleyball player, a person standing in front of a plain background, an outdoor scene of the street outside the Beckman Institute, a rock wall image from the Stuttgart standardized image set [7] , robot arms against a complex background, and a face. The size of the ambiguous sets, which are a list of the template point and the sources of mismatches, varied from 2 for the face and person images to 7 for the street image. Table VI displays the percentage of the feature class usage averaged over all the images. The matching accuracy results are shown in Fig. 10 . Over all the images. the most dominant feature classes in order of importance are intensity, IC derivative of intensity, and gradient orientation.
Gradient magnitude, Laplacian, and Curvature were rarely used. This probably occurred because gradient magnitude and Laplacian are directionally independent, which means that more points would appear to be similar. For instance, if we consider an image of a white poster on a black wall, the gradient magnitude and Laplacian will essentially be the same between the left, right, top, and bottom edges of the white poster. This will cause the class separation distance to be near zero. Curvature was rarely used probably because a 5 x 5 patch is too small to clearly distinguish between different curvatures.
In the specific image results, we evaluated the computational efficiency of the algorithm with and without the learning module. On average, the learning module resulted in a 5 1.7% decrease in matching time.
Figs. 11-16 display the left image in (a), the right image in (b), and the reconstructed surface in (c). For the images in Figs. 12-16, the matches were checked visually. Thus, the expected accuracy is approximately one pixel. Also, the template points (the points to be matched) were chosen as those points which had a large absolute value of the z derivative except where stated explicitly.
The volleyball poster in Fig. 11 was chosen because it demonstrates basic matching accuracy in object space. Since all of the points lie on a plane, it is trivial to check whether a match is correct. The greatest deviation in the 2 axis for the reconstructed surface from the average was 0.8 cm. For this image the dominant feature classes are intensity and :I: derivative of intensity.
The person stereo pair in Fig. 12 was selected to demonstrate the potential of using stereo to perform human body measurement. Note that for this image and for the street image, points with 2 = 0 were added to aid the visual interpretation of the surface plot. The street scene in Fig. 13 demonstrates the possibility of automated terrain mapping. The content includes a street, trees, and telephone poles. This image is particularly difficult to interpret from the surface plot. An ideal surface plot would show a plane extending away from the user. The trees in the background are effectively at infinity due to resolution limitations. One major difficulty in matching images of a street is that the pavement has minimal texture. Another difficulty is the extreme change in depth which results in perspective distortions. The rock wall stereo pair in Fig. 14 depicts a rock wall which changes rapidly in depth. This image was selected because it shows the potential for a stereo matcher to perform automated terrain mapping and because it is a benchmark image from the difficult category of the Stuttgart standardized image set [7] . The reconstructed surface shows the mismatched points as sharp jagged peaks. The robots stereo pair in Fig. 15 shows three industrial robots. This stereo pair was chosen for the similarity to industrial manufacturing environments. The face stereo pair shown in Fig. 16 was chosen to show the potential for human body measurement using stereo matching. Note that the resolution in the surface reconstruction was sufficient to show the eyes and nose, but not the lips. The reconstructed surface shows that the eyes dre slightly too sunken. This is due to the limitations of the resolution of the image to resolve depth sufficiently accurately.
Overall, the percentage of correct matches from the Landmark algorithm was consistently higher than that of the pyramidal method, although it should be noted that the pyramidal method required less processing time, roughly 0.06 sec. versus 0.4 sec.
V. CONCLUSION
From the final report of the NSF Workshop on "Challenges in Computer Vision Research; Future Research Directions," two of the major recommendations on research topics and issues included: 1) more experimental rigor in vision research and 2) researchers should address the integration of isolated modules at each visual processing level 1201. The Landmark algorithm addresses both of these recommendations.
The set of test images were real images of complex scenes which would be found in practical applications such as terrain mapping, human body measurement, and industrial manufacturing. In order to show the efficacy of the adaptive feature selection, we compared it to two alternate methods. These alternate methods are 1) Sum All which finds a correspondence by finding the minimum of a function defined as the sum of all of the feature errors, and 2) Best Single which finds a correspondence by finding the minimum of the feature error which has the largest class separation distance. The proposed adaptive method was on average 18 and 8 percent more accurate than the Sum All and Best Single methods, respectively.
For the purposes of bench marking, the Landmark algorithm was compared to a single feature pyramid matching algorithm. The matching accuracy of the Landmark algorithm ranged from 9 1% to 99% while the matching accuracy for the pyramid algorithm ranged from only 52% to 95%.
The learning module was evaluated upon the merit of increasing computation efficiency since that was the motivating reason for including it. On average, the learning module more than doubled the computational efficiency of the Landmark algorithm.
The main contributions of this paper are 1) integrating the modules of learning, feature selection, and surface reconstruction; 2) extensive empirical testing on real images; 3) self-diagnosis to determine when the feature set is insufficient to discriminate between match possibilities; 4) a method of guided maximization of the class separation criterion; 5) an instance based learning algorithm designed for feature selection in stereo matching that uses image independent and image dependent knowledge. Future research will focus on recognition applications. 
